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Those who 
do not learn 
from history 
are doomed 
to repeat it.”    

- George Santayana

“



Better Markets

Lehman Brothers collapsed into bankruptcy on September 15, 2008, 11 years ago 
yesterday, which ignited the worst financial crash since the Great Crash of 1929 and caused 
the worst economy since the Great Depression of the 1930s.

“Those who do not learn from history are doomed to repeat it.” - George Santayana

That may be fine for decisions by individuals who suffer the consequences from their own 
actions.  

• However, it is a dereliction of duty for public officials, policymakers and regulators who 
should know better given very recent history, 
• particularly because the American people eventually are going to suffer the 

consequences of their actions.
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FSB stated purpose of the evaluation of too-big-to-fail (TBTF) systemically 
important banks (SIBs) reforms

“Assess whether the implemented reforms are reducing the 
systemic and moral hazard risks associated with systemically 

important banks (SIBs).  It will also examine the broader effects 
of the reforms to address TBTF for SIBs on the overall 

functioning of the financial system.”
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The better objective of the FSB evaluation of TBTF SIB reforms

“Assess whether the implemented reforms are [sufficiently and 
effectively] reducing the systemic and moral hazard risks 

associated with systemically important banks (SIBs).  It will also 
examine the broader effects of the reforms to address TBTF for 

SIBs on the overall functioning of the financial system.”
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Why focusing on the better objective for the FSB evaluation TBTF SIB 
reforms is so important.

Simply put, start with the wrong question, end with the wrong answer (and in the 
wrong place).

There is little doubt that “the implemented reforms are reducing the systemic and 
moral hazard risks associated with systemically important banks (SIBs).” 

• But, that’s the wrong question. 
• The right question is whether those “implemented reforms are reducing the 

systemic and moral hazard risks” enough to have reasonable confidence that 
they are sufficient and effective to protect citizens, taxpayers, the financial 
system, and the economy?
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The mistake in the stated purpose is similar to the too-often asked question, 
“Are we better off/safer today than 2008?”

Of course we are better off than 2008! Then, the financial system was in 
the worst condition since 1929 and the economy was at the precipice of a 

second Great Depression.
• We better be better off than that! 

• But that tells us little because even a miniscule improvement means 
we’re better off and likely reducing systemic and moral hazard risks.
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The FSB benchmark has to be different and higher

Are the “implemented reforms reducing the systemic 
and moral hazard risk” enough to have reasonable 
confidence that they are sufficient and effective to 

protect citizens, taxpayers, the financial system, and 
the economy from TBTF SIBs?

• The answer today is undeniably, no.
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TBTF SIBs pose multidimensional problems

Yes, too big, but also

• Too systemically important. 
• Too interconnected.
• Too complex, and
• Too leveraged.

Plus, too big to bail, jail, manage, supervise or regulate.

Regulation is a key vulnerability because it involves not only getting a rule finalized, but also 
often litigated and then implemented, interpreted and enforced, all usually in the face of 
intense, overwhelming and relentless industry and political pressure.
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Too BIG to FAIL Is Alive and Well – US Examples
The 2008 financial crisis was caused by (1) deregulation, non-regulation and ineffective supervisory oversight; (2)
grossly deficient Boards & management; (3) upside down incentives & irresponsible compensation practices; and (4)
reckless and illegal practices, all of which led to the failure or near-failure of numerous if not all TBTF SIBs.

The US G-SIBs today acquired many of the weak, failing and failed 2008 TBTF financial institutions, creating even
more important, interconnected, complex TBTF G-SIBs.

• Financial institutions at the center of the 2008
financial crisis—e.g., Lehman Brothers, Bear Stearns
—were actually smaller and less complex than
today’s TBTF SIBs.

• Today’s TBTF SIBs also continue to be substantially
interconnected, critical nodes in the global financial
system and they control or participate in all
systemically important infrastructure (e.g.,
exchanges, OTC execution venues, clearinghouses,
and data repositories).

Although assets (size) represent only a single measure of TBTF, other
factors considered in connection with G-SIB designations lead to a similar
conclusion that TBTF is alive and well.
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The same is true for non-US global G-SIBs:

Although assets (size) represent only a single measure of TBTF, other factors
considered in connection with G-SIB designations lead to a similar conclusion that
TBTF is alive and well.
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• Even the firms that are smaller now, like 
Barclays, would send shockwaves through 
markets if they entered the zone of 
(perceived) insolvency.

• They may be less big, but they are still 
TBTF.



Addressing specific set of global TBTF reforms being evaluated by the FSB

1.Capital
2.TLAC (Bail-inable Debt)
3.Enhanced supervision and heightened supervisory 

expectations
4.Effective resolution regimes 

All critical reforms, but all are materially deficient.

Too BIG to FAIL Is Alive and Well
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Capital: The Potential But Flawed Linchpin of Ending TBTF (1 of 2)

Key reform: Only capital stands between failing TBTF SIB & taxpayer/gvt bailout; plus, provides cushion 
to ensure SIB can lend through the business cycle & not be an accelerate of a downturn by pulling back

Key challenge: there is no baseline to determine how much capital SIBs require to actually end TBTF
• Therefore, what does it really mean to say “a TBTF SIB has enough/not enough capital?”

There has never been a robust, data driven, independently confirmed determination of the capital 
hole in the 2007-2009 crash, i.e., how much capital were the TBTF SIBs actually short? 

• Even that would be insufficient because that shortfall was only that “low” due to the 
extraordinary interventions by governments to stop the crash 

• Thus, first the actual capital hole should be determined and then the “capital value” of 
government interventions should be quantified to accurately and completely (to the extent 
possible) determine the entire capital hole for the last crash 

• Without that, there is no valid baseline for determining the capital amount necessary to 
address TBTF

Too BIG to FAIL Is Alive and Well
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Capital: The Potential But Flawed Linchpin of Ending TBTF (2 of 2)

Flaws in today’s system:
• Risk-weighting assets for capital requirements: imprecise, gameable, & distorts the asset mix
• Leverage ratio has been slowly taking on risk weighting for certain types of assets (e.g., cleared 

collateral, government debt), defeating its fundamental purpose
• Individual bank analysis based on macro economic factors but not correlated risks or crashes

Too BIG to FAIL Is Alive and Well
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TLAC: A Failure of Will That Increase the Likelihood of Bailouts

• TLAC is a Rube Goldberg substitute for actual capital due to lack of political will to require that capital.

• Assumes markets will correctly price the risk of these convertible bonds & that the purchasers understand & 
knowingly undertake those risks.

• The timing of and mechanisms for debt conversion, particularly the triggers & conversion rates, remain non-
uniform, gameable and ambiguous, reducing risk pricing accuracy, investor awareness & ultimate utility.  

• Because vigilant, hair-trigger sophisticated investors like hedge funds are likely to arbitrage the mis-pricing of risk, 
they can be expected to unload the TLAC bonds at the first sign of trouble, which could result in TLAC being 
concentrated in pension funds and mutual funds

• Analogous to institutional MMFs run but not retail run in September 2008 prior to government bailout.

• Result will be politically powerful/sympathetic groups (pension funds and mutual funds) holding TLAC & 
objecting to the conversion, i.e., de facto Main Street bailout of Wall Street TBTF SIBs.

• Fails to account for correlated losses in the event of a failure of a G-SIB, i.e., who holds the bailed-in debt across 
the markets (even if not other SIBs due to restrictions)?

Too BIG to FAIL Is Alive and Well
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Enhanced supervision and heightened supervisory expectations gameable 

Key reform: Proper supervision to better ensure that prompt corrective action or other regulatory interventions 
are taken early & meaningfully enough to contain what otherwise might be an institutional or systemic crisis.

Key flaws: Institutional, cultural & political pressures + capture & revolving door influence peddling often 
interfere with & defeat effectiveness.

• Institutional & cultural views at regulators often see SIBs as clients/collaborators to “work with,” “help 
succeed” & be profitable, not restrain or compel.

• Political pressure to permit forbearance/accommodations (and ultimately bailouts), even when they 
would not be merited or perhaps even unlawful.

• SIBs influence supervision through a variety of mechanisms, including fear mongering: every firm in the 
zone of potential catastrophic failure develops a national/global emergency narrative.

• Enormous resources are devoted to lobbying & lawyers to maximize regulator/supervisor 
accommodation, often greased via revolving door employment/access/influence peddling.

Supervision is too malleable, gameable and influenceable compounded by asymmetry of information.

Too BIG to FAIL Is Alive and Well
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“Banks Get Kinder, Gentler Treatment Under Trump”
By Lalita Clozel
Wall Street Journal
December 12, 2018

“Regulators are asking examiners to adopt less aggressive tone when flagging risky practices”

“Two Trump-appointed officials have spent several months touring the country, visiting bank examiners in 
regional offices and asking them to adopt a less-aggressive tone when flagging risky practices and pressing 
firms to change their behavior.”

“Changing the supervision culture “will be the least visible thing I do and it will be the most consequential 
thing I do,” Mr. Quarles, the Fed’s vice chairman for supervision and regulatory point person, said in an 
interview.’”

https://www.wsj.com/articles/banks-get-kinder-gentler-treatment-under-trump-11544638267

Too BIG to FAIL Is Alive and Well
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Effective & Credible Resolution Regimes: Critical, but Non-Existent

Key Reform: If effective, publicly released & policymakers allow failure/bankruptcy, should enhance resiliency 
by improving planning and discipline, end TBTF, contagion & taxpayer bailouts.

• If that happened in fact, cost of capital should increase for SIBs, reflecting a non-zero risk of failure in 
extreme but plausible circumstances, which should decrease TBTF subsidy & incentive to grow/be TBTF.

Key Flaws: Non-standard plans across jurisdictions; no credible bridge/debtor financing; and, insufficient public 
disclosure so markets cannot price plans as credible & therefore no market discipline & TBTF subsidy continues.

• No one today can honestly believe that policymakers would take the unprecedented and untested risk 
& gamble by allowing a TBTF SIB collapse into failure & file for bankruptcy b/c there is a significant 
likelihood of a creditor/depositor run & panic on that SIB, its counterparties, etc. 

• That could actually be initiated well in advance of resolution due to defensive unwind & other 
activities (e.g., selling off assets, pulling liquidity support) by others in anticipation of failure.

• That material risk of a disorderly collapse, contagion, financial system paralysis & a precipitous 
economic catastrophe like Lehman 2008 caused will result in bailouts not orderly resolution.

There is no basis to conclude resolution regimes are currently effective in ending TBTF.

Why Ending Too BIG to FAIL is so Important 
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Why Ending Too BIG to FAIL is so Important 

The $20+ trillion in bailouts associated with the 2008 financial crisis are a direct consequence of
permitting financial institutions to grow to a size, leverage and complexity that makes them TBTF.

• Policymakers continue to be faced with potentially devastating consequences for the economy and markets
in the event of failure or even near-failure of a TBTF financial institution.

• The precise extent of those consequences cannot be known ex ante, so policymakers are very likely to
assume the worst. Accordingly, they are going to look for ways to stem a financial crisis.

• TBTF financial institutions essentially extort policymakers into providing financial support to insolvent
institutions, as well as probably solvent institutions facing liquidity constraints.

• Therefore, TBTF financial institutions act knowing that they have the option to privatize gains in good times
and socialize losses in bad times by shifting them to taxpayers.

• The result is de facto public insurance if not incentivization of excessive risk-taking in SIBs.
• However, even if effective resolution is likely unachievable, many of these circumstances can at least

partially be addressed by substantially increasing real capital and liquidity
• That could at least materially minimize the probability of failure, mitigating many of these circumstances,

even in the near term
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The reality of that de facto taxpayer insurance was made clear during the 2008 financial crisis, where trillions of
dollars of extraordinary government assistance was, often secretly, provided to solvent, nearly insolvent and
insolvent reckless and poorly managed TBTF SIBs.

Facing such consequences, policymakers are almost certain to intervene to prevent a crisis. But the likelihood if not
certainty of such interventions creates moral hazard because the prospect of bailouts incentivizes senior
management, shareholders, and creditors to behave in risk-enhancing ways, particularly given the inexcusable lack of
any meaningful accountability after the 2008 crash

See Better Markets, The Cost of the Crisis: $20 Trillion and Counting (July 2015), essentially consistent with the findings of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco staff, Federal
Reserve Bank of Dallas staff, and other studies.

Known Consequences of Too BIG to FAIL

What happened in 2008 as a consequence of failing to correct the TBTF problem?

UN- AND UNDER-
EMPLOYEMENT

LOW WAGES 
AND SAVINGS

EXCESSIVE 
DEBT

DAMAGED
CREDIT

FORECLOSURES
AND LOST EQUITY

PERSONAL
DEVASTATION
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Bureau of Labor Statistics, U6 Unemployment:
Total unemployed, plus all persons marginally attached to the labor force, plus total 
employed part time for economic reasons, as a percent of the civilian labor force plus all 
persons marginally attached to the labor force

Known Consequences of Too BIG to FAIL
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The U.S. economy has not recovered from the output loss caused by the 2008 financial crisis. In 2017, output remained 15%
lower than the pre-crisis trend line.

Figure 1. “What Recovery?” J.W. Mason 2017 Roosevelt Institute
http://jwmason.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Mason-2017-What-Recovery.pdf

Known Consequences of Too BIG to FAIL

FIGURE 1  Real per-capita GDP and 1947-2007 trend. The figure shows that between 1947 and 2007, real per-capita GDP showed a stable long-run growth rate, but 
since 2007 it has fallen below this trend. Note: The scale is logarithmic, so a constant rate of increase appears as a straight line. Source: BEA, author’s analysis.
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90% of Americans’ wealth hasn’t recovered from the Global Financial Crisis as of August 2018

Source: Federal Reserve, Reported by Matt O’Brien
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2018/10/01/bottom-percent-are-still-poorer-than-they-
were/?utm_term=.9992cf17cb59

Known Consequences of Too BIG to FAIL
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“Historic Asset Boom Passes by Half of Families”
“Scant wealth leaves families vulnerable if recession hits, economists say”

By David Harrison | Graphics by Danny Dougherty and Maureen Linke
Wall Street Journal
August 30, 2019

“The decadelong economic expansion has showered the U.S. with staggering new wealth driven by a booming 
stock market and rising house prices.”

“But that windfall has passed by many Americans. The bottom half of all U.S. households, as measured by 
wealth, have only recently regained the wealth lost in the 2007-2009 recession and still have 32% less wealth, 
adjusted for inflation, than in 2003, according to recent Federal Reserve figures. The top 1% of households have 
more than twice as much as they did in 2003.”

Known Consequences of Too BIG to FAIL
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The insidious unseen & unacknowledged 
impact of the financial crash… 

FUNDING CUTS FOR EVERYTHING

Known Consequences of Too BIG to FAIL
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Funds diverted to stop the financial crash & mitigate its damage results in less 
funding for every priority of the American people

Education

Poverty

AIDS

Arts

Science

Health Care

Aging/Seniors

Research & Development

Unemployment/Jobs

Housing

Environment

Economic Opportunity

Energy

Innovation

Business Creation

Drug Abuse

Defense

Foreign Policy

Known Consequences of Too BIG to FAIL
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What are we getting in exchange for the clear risks and perverse incentives associated with TBTF financial
institutions? The pursuit of profits, bonuses, and power, not prudent and economically beneficial finance.

TBTF banks too often are focused on activities that increase bonuses but do not benefit the real economy.  

• TBTF institutions are less likely to engage in lower-margin productivity-enhancing intermediation functions. 
For example, proprietary trading may benefit senior management & bonuses but provide little real economy benefit.  

• Given the irresistible short-term riches, that kind of very high-margin trading activity will always be a temptation, 
even where it requires resources to be deployed into socially useless activities and markets.

TBTF banks are exceedingly difficult to monitor by shareholders, depositors, other creditors.  

• TBTF banks are too complex to manage and monitor, as well as TBTF—a dangerous combination. 
• Shareholders and creditors may assume TBTF banks will not be permitted to fail and therefore have little incentive 

to monitor or curb investment/lending.  This reduces necessary market discipline.
• Bank supervision and strict, unambiguous structural and regulatory rules and restrictions plus meaningful 

enforcement are critical, because regulators perform monitoring functions that shareholders and creditors can’t or 
won’t.  Market discipline alone will not force de-risking or changes in management behavior.

Social Benefits in Exchange for Too BIG to FAIL?  Maybe None!
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Funding advantages for TBTF banks create competitive disparities.

• The TBTF ratings/credit uplift provide unfair funding advantages
• The resulting concentration and lack of competition provides opportunities to siphon funds away from working 

Americans (e.g., late fees; credit card fees).

TBTF banks use their economic power to increase political power, further disincentivizing prudent management.

• Economic power purchases political power: lobbying, campaign contributions, revolving door influence peddling, 
etc.

• Result: At best, weak to non-regulation and too big to jail sweetheart treatment/settlements, i.e., little punishment 
and no deterrence.

• Boards, CEOs and senior management are layered and insulated from accountability.

Social Benefits in Exchange for Too BIG to FAIL?  Maybe None!

What are we getting in exchange for the clear risks and perverse incentives associated with TBTF 
financial institutions? The pursuit of profits, bonuses, and power, not prudent and economically beneficial finance.  
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Better Markets is a non-profit, non-partisan, and independent organization founded in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis to
promote the public interest in the financial markets, support the reform of Wall Street, end too-big-to-fail, and make our
financial system work for all Americans again.

Better Markets works to restore layers of protection between hardworking Americans on Main Street and Wall Street’s too-big-
to-fail financial institutions’ riskiest activities. We work with allies—including many in finance—to promote pro-market, pro-
business and pro-growth policies that help build a stronger, safer financial system that protects and promotes Americans’ jobs,
savings, retirements and, ultimately, the American Dream.

Although often referred to as a “Wall Street watchdog,” Better Markets is also a government watchdog, calling attention to
those who fail to serve the public, including regulators and prosecutors who fail to enforce the law on Wall Street and against
senior executives.

Better Markets’ Mission
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Better Banks
Better Businesses
Better Jobs
Better Economic Growth
Better Lives
Better Communities™


